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Preface
The only thing I know is that I know nothing.
Socrates

What is a complete project manager? I cannot answer that question; only you can.
This book covers the enormous playing field of the project manager. The emphasis is on
the how of project management and how adopting a proactive attitude allows you to stay in
control, even during difficult situations. The book covers several themes that are made as
explicit and clear as possible with the help of examples and anecdotes. These do not illustrate
the only correct method; instead, they are intended to touch and inspire you. I am not for or
against anything. Rather, I want you to think and make your own choices!
Even though I am interested in anything to do with project management and leadership, I
have a background in product development and manufacturing. That is a world of product
and service development, multidisciplinary teams, a strong emphasis on lead times, quality
and costs, a focus on innovation, and collaboration with a global network of suppliers and
clients. Nevertheless, this book was written first and foremost for general project managers.
I received support from a group of reviewers from various fields.
Complete project managers are best characterized by the fact that they do not know
everything, yet they are curious and eager to develop themselves further. The reading guide
on the next page can help with that. The chapters of this book form a coherent story, yet
they can also be read on their own. You can even jump straight to the section on project
execution in chapter 10, because that chapter begins with a summary of the preceding
chapters.
Choose your theme, dare to go your own way and become an even more complete project
manager!
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Introduction
The title of this book, The complete project manager, might appear a bit pretentious.
Nevertheless, it comes straight from my heart. This book is for you. An enormous amount
has been written about project management, yet most texts do not focus on the experiences
and perception of the project manager: you.
There are countless books that tell you exactly what to do to successfully execute projects.
They cover the ins and outs of stakeholder analysis, risk management, the importance of
plan-do-check-act and what is expected of you when managing your team. However, most
people are still left to find out for themselves how to apply these techniques in practice, how
to be successful even in less-than-perfect conditions, how to integrate the methods in their
own work processes and how to make sure they actually do so.
In this book I cover everything I have learned in the past two decades about project
management and leadership in as comprehensive and practical a manner as possible.
I looked for the essence, because understanding that will help you apply and integrate the
methods in your own behavior. In other words, this book can teach you how to abandon
your reactive behavior and become proactive and influential instead and, in particular, how
to make project management fun (again) for yourself, your team and your environment.
The project manager of the 21st century
Over the past decades a lot has changed in the world of project management. The environment
has become more dynamic and the expectations made of project managers have grown. They
are expected to deliver results regardless of the circumstances, offer commitment despite
major uncertainties, manage highly educated knowledge workers while also coaching them
to act more autonomously, deal with stakeholders with different interests and encourage
creative breakthroughs without taking excessive risks. In other words: project management
can sometimes be a balancing act of Herculean proportions!
Managing all of this requires expertise and the ability to stay in control in any situation. It
is like sailing a boat during a storm: there is no time to think and try different approaches
to see what works best. You have to manage your project with conviction and decisiveness,
and be optimally effective and efficient. How can you do all that?
On top of that, you will probably have noticed that the problems you struggle with and the
obstacles that seem insurmountable to you are sometimes dealt with by others without them
breaking a sweat. The reverse is also true. It would appear that how you manage a project is
an all-important factor: applying the right methods in the right situations and demonstrating
the right behavior. How can you learn to do that? Where can you find examples to follow?
There are countless inspirational management and motivation techniques, but what is the
best way to combine them all?
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X

Can you still see the wood for the trees or are you caught up in the theory and do you keep
promising yourself over and over again that you will do better next time?
Physicist and musician
To answer the aforementioned questions, I went in search of the essence of successful project
management. I was able to make use of my years of experience as a project manager, program
manager and director of product development, as well as my experience as both a physicist
and a musician. The physicist in me is reflected in the focus on structuring projects, the urge
to uncover the similarities between methods and the desire to simplify complicated matters.
In other words, managing complexity. The musician is felt when I talk about combining
constant high-level performance with letting go to facilitate the creative process, the belief
that project managers should always take the initiative and therefore need to bring out the
performer in themselves, and the emphasis on the importance of rhythm in projects and
change processes.
I am passionate about bringing people, methods and philosophies together. The whole is
greater than the sum of its parts. As you will see, the aim of this book is not to refute other
methods and promise the umpteenth new path to success. Instead, I want to illustrate how
methods such as PRINCE2, Agile, DSDM Atern, PMBOK Guide, PRINCE2 Agile, the
ICB competence framework by IPMA and a multitude of leadership techniques can be
effectively deployed together. True experts are not limited by their tools; instead, the tools
enrich them. I love to combine modern Agile techniques with more traditional methods.
After all, this combination of dynamics is quite common in the real world as well. That is
why I prefer to talk about Agile leadership: the Agile attitude is more important than the
Agile processes.
Over the past seven years, in addition to applying the methods myself, I have taught the
contents of this book to more than six hundred professionals during four-day master classes.
These people came from a variety of backgrounds: the high-tech sector, the public sector,
the medical world, education, construction, IT and other fields. In short, this book was
written for anyone who wants to hone their project management skills.
What will this book bring you?
This book contains a complete overview of how to apply project management and Agile
leadership to product, service and organizational development. It is accessible for someone
who wants to gain an initial understanding of the ins and outs of project management,
yet its primary audience consists of advanced project leaders who are eager to take their
knowledge and skills to the next level. An in-depth understanding of project management
is not required, because this book covers all you need to know. Nevertheless, your existing
knowledge and experience will definitely come in handy as you work through it. The book
offers plenty of substantive depth, but its focus is on the interaction between the theory and
your own behavior and methods. After all, it is all about the how and about actually doing it,
even under less-than-perfect conditions. You will, therefore, also learn how to successfully
implement the knowledge found in this book in your day-to-day work processes.
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XI

The book consists of three parts. Part 1 (chapters 1 to 4) describes how to set up and
manage a project. The focus is on the basic principles, the essence of taking control, creating
structure and using Agile behavior. Part 2 (chapters 5 and 6) explains how to draw up a
plan and schedule in small steps, which results in improved completeness, coordination and
support. Finally, part 3 (chapters 7 to 10) covers how to manage the project execution: how
to realize the path to the final goal with a strict PDCA rhythm, how to evaluate the quality
of interim results and how to keep your team and environment motivated.
I have sought to make this book as practical as possible by combining theory with practical
application and anecdotes. Let this be a source of inspiration to you. It is important to
combine the essence of what you learn with your own style and personality. Do things your
way, otherwise, your chances of success will be slim and, more importantly, people will not
believe you!
I hope you enjoy reading this book and putting what you learn into practice.
Project management is a lot of fun!
Roel Wessels
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The &-&-&-paradox1
How the growing demand for and-and-and turns a project manager’s life on its
head.
Why focusing on control and focusing on results and processes are two different
things.
The importance of being able to deal with uncertainty.
Explaining what Agile is and how it ties into traditional methods.
The central theme of this book: from reactive to proactive to influencing.

The first time I went skiing I was nearly thirty. I was the only novice in our group of friends,
which meant that I was taught the basic principles together with the other rookies, while
the rest of my buddies were still eating breakfast. The class was scheduled in the morning
and I did not leave the beginner’s slope at all that first day. However, I caved to peer
pressure on the second day and joined my friends on their run in the afternoon. They had
promised to keep my lack of experience in mind.
It all went quite well at first and although I felt a bit awkward about always being the last
one to come down, my positive attitude showed me that the others seemed to appreciate
the little breaks I afforded them, because it gave them a chance to enjoy a smoke.
However, after an hour, the group paused and some people started grumbling a bit. We
had missed a turn and ended up at an expert slope. In my naivety, I looked for a way back.
There wasn’t one; the only way forward was down...
My friends told me that, although the slope was steep, the snow was excellent and that
I could get down the steepest sections by sliding sideways. After some hesitation, I started
my descent and I did quite well, despite sweating like a pig the entire time. I slowly grew
more confident and after I got past the steepest section, I actually started to feel a bit
elated.
Before I knew it, I had reached the bottom. I often think back on the things I do and reflect
that it wasn’t that hard after all. Looking up from below, however, a slope looks even
steeper than it actually is. I felt like a king after coming down that mountain unscathed
– until a far more experienced skier came racing down as if it were nothing. It made me
realize that, despite everything, I still had plenty left to learn.

I often begin my lectures with this anecdote, before asking the audience the following
question: “Who among you has received feedback from a professional during or after a
difficult project about how to improve the project execution?” More often than not, people
1 This chapter ties into the following competences from IPMA’s ICB4: Strategy, Governance, structures and processes,
Resourcefulness, Project design, Change and transformation.
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do not raise their hand. Instead, most people are used to hearing something along the lines of
“Projects are always difficult here, better get used to it” or “Our environment is so complex
that standard project management methods are no use.”
Do you receive feedback during or after a project about how to improve things?

Project managers and their environment have apparently accepted that projects do not go
the way they want. They lack experts in the organization to analyze the problem and show
them how to improve the situation. Worse, they may not even realize that there is room
for improvement; they fail to realize that experienced skiers actually enjoy going down the
expert slope and that difficult projects, e.g. those with a lot of uncertain factors or difficult
stakeholders, can actually be undertaken successfully. If people have accepted that there
is no need to improve matters, they often also lack the ability to learn how to improve.
This in turn leads to a lack of project managers in the organization who actively look for
difficult projects because they enjoy the challenge and are eager
to develop themselves further.

Good project
managers do not
avoid difficult
projects, but look for
them instead.

1.1

I call these apparent contradictions that have to be overcome
the &-&-&-paradox: allowing for uncertainty and being
flexible and completing the project successfully and enjoying
the process! Project managers who strive to improve themselves
in order to tackle more and more difficult circumstances are
professionals who want to break through the &-&-&-paradox.

More with less

After this anecdote, you may recognize other forms of the &-&-&-paradox in project
management. I describe three of them in this chapter. Note that for now I will only focus on
the challenges that they present; the solutions are covered later on in this book.
1. More with less: the project must be completed as soon as possible and it must be possible
to make changes along the way and the costs have to be reduced and the functionality has
to improve and…
2. Monitoring things closely and giving your team plenty of space.
3. Recognizing uncertainty and making a commitment with regards to the project’s
completion date and costs.
I will cover the first challenge, more with less, in this section. The other two are covered
in sections 1.2 and 1.3. By looking at more than just the project manager, it is possible to
gain an insight into the environment in which the modern project manager operates. This
illustrates the ways in which a project manager has to develop in order to stay successful.
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Goodbye to trade-offs
The &-&-&-paradox describes situations in which choosing is not good enough. To
illustrate this, I will use the example of three well-known car brands, Alfa Romeo, Volvo and
Mercedes, and compare the situation of thirty years ago with that of today. A Volvo was a
safe car and drivers took the boring design for granted. If you wanted design, you had to get
an Alfa Romeo, although that design came at the cost of reliability. Mercedes, meanwhile,
produced high-quality cars that combined reliability and design, yet customers had to pay a
premium price to get one.
These days, this classic or-or-or trade-off is accepted less and less. As a result of technological
developments, increased competition, globalization and collaboration between corporations,
the bar is raised higher and higher. A lot of product characteristics have become standard.
We are no longer willing to pay extra for quality. The same goes for extra features, safety,
service level, etc. Similarly, the lead times for product development are becoming shorter
and development costs have to be reduced. In other words, we have to do more with less. If
you cannot meet these demands, you will fall behind: we want it all.
Do you recognize this growing demand for and-and-and?

Expertise and creativity in leadership
We also want and-and-and in projects. One might say that,
in this modern day and age, a project has to overcome the
Breaking
devil’s triangle, which states that money, quality and time are
through the
all interconnected. Technologically speaking, that is certainly
&-&-&-paradox
possible. Raymond Kurzweil, for example, describes an
requires expertise
exponential pattern of technological progress that is changing
and creativity.
our world at a breakneck pace. Ultimately, this will lead to
singularity (figure 1.1). Singularity refers to the moment when
technology exceeds the capacities of the human brain (Kurzweil,
1999). Focusing on the present, we see that projects and organizations have become more
complex as a result of the growing demands, but also due to inherent complexity. The
&-&-&-paradox therefore creates challenges for, and imposes limitations on, the project
team. Is that a bad thing? A football player who manages to score despite being marked by
several other players is considered a hero. Cyclists want their races to be difficult, so only the
best remain at the head of the pack during the final stages of the race. When you realize that
everyone faces the limitations of the &-&-&-paradox, you could also say that the person
who possesses the most expertise has the highest chance of success. Expertise pays off.
Imposing limitations stimulates one’s creativity. Resolving the &-&-&-paradox calls for
creative conceptual breakthroughs, because normal design improvements during product
development result in a proportional increase in costs, components, etc. Smart solutions
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Figure 1.1 The exponential growth of technological progress according to Raymond Kurzweil

are needed, such as setting up faster systems by leaving certain aspects out, or making
organizations more efficient by simplifying their structure.
Expertise has to be combined with plenty of creativity. This imposes certain requirements
on employees and the (project) manager’s leadership style. The latter will have to let things
go and still meet the deadlines, create structure and give the team plenty of space, and
challenge employees substantively without prescribing every single detail. To do all that at
the same time, the project manager has to exercise plenty of leadership.

1.2

Monitoring things closely and giving plenty of space

At the start of the financial crisis in 2007, I was leading projects as a program director at
Assembléon, a high-tech company with a development department comprising more than
200 full time equivalent (FTE) employees. The financial crisis had a major impact on our
sales, reducing them by more than 50%.
The company’s CEO faced the challenge of saving money however he could. This
process is all about micromanagement. The CFO and he had to sign off on all expenses,
regardless of the authorization rules – even those under 100 euros. The company stopped
hiring new employees and every contract renewal was also vetted by him first. As a result,
the company quickly got its financial situation largely under control. This was because not
a single step was taken without the CEO’s knowledge, he knew exactly what was going
on at all times. A real crisis calls for real measures. Even though they may impede many
processes, most employees will actually want and expect such measures during difficult
times.
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What I remember most is that the CEO made it abundantly clear that this was a temporary
state of affairs. He excelled at dealing with the second example of the &-&-&-paradox:
monitoring things closely while also giving the team plenty of space. That made it easier
for employees to participate and hang in there. The CEO was not micromanaging because
he was a control freak; he had a clear message and wanted his staff to follow his example
of critically evaluating all expenses. His motto was: “We are a mom-and-pop store once
again,” which was his way of saying that everyone had to treat every source of income and
every expense as if their own money was at stake. The old philosophy of “that is how we
have always done things” was no longer good enough. You could only spend money you
actually had and you had to know what value it would bring for the company. This measure
was applied at every level of the organization.
This demonstrates the power of having a clear message, repeating it often and setting the
right example yourself. As the American politician Benjamin Franklin once said: “Tell me
and I forget, teach me and I may remember, involve me and I learn.”

During a real crisis, temporary measures are needed to increase control. This is a deliberate
choice. Every project manager should be able to carry out crisis management. However,
things go wrong if crisis management is applied when there is no actual crisis. In that case,
it becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy. The crisis is caused by an excessive focus on control and
accountability, in other words micromanagement.
You might say that the &-&-&-paradox of “monitoring things closely and giving plenty of
space” is handled incorrectly in those situations. The focus on maintaining control becomes
too strong and monitoring employees and understanding every detail becomes an obsession.
This is often driven by a lack of faith in the intentions or abilities of others, or a lack of selfconfidence.
Is attention to detail necessarily a bad thing? No! On the
contrary, it is essential to maintain control over your project.
The devil is in the detail. However, things can go wrong
when it becomes an obsession and management claims an
important role in all of the everyday processes. When that
happens, decisions cannot be made until the (micro)manager
has approved them and, if that were not enough, the manager
also tends to prescribe every detail of the project execution. In
other words, focusing on details is not the problem, but the
micromanager who decides which details to focus on is.

When
micromanaging,
attention to detail is
not the problem –
obsession is.

The result is that employees stop taking the initiative and start performing at an average
level, instead of at the top of their game. After all, they are monitored and instructed to
do just that. Additionally, this obsession causes the micromanager to lose sight of the real
goal, actualy achieving the project result! It is no wonder that the term “management” often
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has negative connotations in our society; we are simply talking about the wrong kind of
management.
Focusing on control
We see evidence of the excessive focus on control and the lack of focus on results and
processes in our society as well. Recent problems, such as the financial crisis and the misuse
of power within major organizations, have impacted our faith and trigger our neurotic reflex
to add more control measures. New Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are being introduced
left and right. We should ask ourselves whether these are intended to improve the process or
monitor the executors. KPIs are indicators, yet they are often misused as targets. As a result,
employees chase after KPIs instead of doing what needs to be done. In doing so, the solution
actually becomes worse than the problem itself.
Here is an example from the Dutch healthcare sector.
After healthcare insurance providers were criticized for a
lack of benchmarking regarding the quality of healthcare
The KPI itself is
organizations, they got to work to improve their processes.
not the problem, the
They opted to use a system of “practice variation,” for which
person who defines
the declarations of GPs and other healthcare providers is
it is.
statistically compared to data from similar providers. The
goal is to filter out outliers without having to consult patients’
medical information (which is prohibited under the General
Data Protection Regulation). It is only after this initial filter process that healthcare providers
with outliers are subjected to a more detailed study and asked to explain these deviations.
Used in that manner, this method is a means of control. Although it is possible to conduct
all kinds of additional analyses with the help of data mining, it does not appear to result
in better healthcare for patients. Healthcare providers are not thrilled about the measure
either. They feel accused and their professional pride is hurt when they are asked to explain
deviations regarding the practice variation KPI. Who can blame them? After all, there are
many logical explanations other than fraud for a medical practice’s deviations from the
average. In other words, it creates mistrust among the parties involved. In addition, the
use of this method unsurprisingly causes healthcare providers to adapt to the monitoring
method. This means the party being monitored will also focus on control instead of results,
for example by planning patient care in such a way that it falls neatly within the averages.
It would be better to tailor the process to the patients’ wishes in order to maximize patient
satisfaction. This all but eliminates healthcare providers’ ability to innovate.
A focus on control instead of on results and processes is quite common in the public
sector. It is often driven by the desire to focus on accountability. Of course, public sector
organizations should be able to prove that they are spending their budget wisely, since they
are using taxpayers’ money. Nevertheless, this is still a backwards perspective. It would be
better to focus on finding the optimal path to the goal. That would truly be in the taxpayers’
best interest.
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Defining KPIs is therefore a job that calls for systematic thinking. The creators of the Business
Balanced Scorecard (BBSC), Robert Kaplan and David Norton, already warned us that choosing
KPIs requires care and attention with their use of the word “balanced” (Kaplan and Norton,
1996). First, a connection has to be established between the indicators of the various perspectives
(for the BBSC, those are the financial, customer, internal business processes and learning &
growth perspectives) to make sure that individual KPIs actually lead to results that benefit the
organization. Furthermore, KPIs must be accompanied by a complementary KPI to prevent the
process from shifting too far to one side. A well-known example is the call center, for which the
“first call resolution rate” is a major KPI. It indicates what percentage of incoming questions are
resolved right away. However, measuring just this KPI tells you nothing about how efficiently
the organization resolves its customers’ questions. Adding a complementary KPI, e.g. “call
duration,” will provide valuable insight into the company’s efficiency.
Defining balanced KPIs, combined with the fact that the substantiation of KPIs can make or
break people’s confidence, makes clear that compiling a good set of measuring instruments
is not easy and calls for the right kind of expertise!
Diminishers and multipliers
Many people spend their entire professional life trying to find the right balance between
monitoring things closely and giving the team plenty of space. There is no shame in
that. The American growth guru Verne Harnish has been studying the basic principles
of organizational growth for years. In his book The Rockefeller strategy (Harnish, 2002),
he explains – and this should not come as a surprise – that the only way to scale up is by
delegating. He adds that 96% of all businesses have fewer than ten employees, with the vast
majority of these having fewer than three. The reason for this, he claims, is the fact that most
entrepreneurs fail to start delegating responsibilities.
The American leadership expert Liz Wiseman presents a different perspective on this
&-&-&-paradox in her book Multipliers - How the best leaders make everyone smarter
(Wiseman, 2010). She describes how to bring out the genius in others and get more than
twice the results. Although we will strive for a factor 10 in chapter 4, this is a great start.
Based on her analysis of 150 managers, Wiseman states that organizations do not necessarily
have a shortage of employees or other assets, but rather the inability to properly utilize
the most valuable assets they already possess. In practice, most managers, whom she refers
to as diminishers, fail to bring out the best in their employees. They exhibit behavior that
curbs rather than stimulates their employees’ intelligence and
creativity. On the other hand, multipliers manage to get more
out of their people. Employees are willing to go to great lengths
for this type of manager. Multipliers are able to uncover their
Do you ever
employees’ hidden talents and have faith in their staff.
Even if you believe you are doing the right thing, everyone will
– consciously or subconsciously – display diminisher behavior
from time to time. For example, managers who have a strong

display diminisher
behavior?
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DIMINISHER
The Empire
Builder

Hoards resources and
underutilizes talent

The Tyrant

Creates a tense environment
that suppresses people’s
thinking and capability

The
Know-It-All

Gives directives that showcase
how much they know

MULTIPLIER
The Talent
Magnet

Attracts talented people and
uses them at their highest point
of contribution

The Liberator

Creates an intense environment
that requires people’s best
thinking and work

The Challenger

Defines an opportunity that
causes people to stretch

The
Decision
Maker

Makes centralized, abrupt
decisions that confuse
the organization

The Debate
Maker

Drives sound decisions
through rigorous debate

The Micromanager

Drives results through their
personal involvement

The
Investor

Gives other people the
ownership for results and
invests in their success

Figure 1.2 The five distinguishing disciplines of multiplier and diminisher behavior

drive to achieve results together might unintentionally keep others from taking charge
because of their own abundant energy and enthusiasm. Wiseman calls these people accidental
diminishers. Even though you may not consider her insights to be particularly groundbreaking, the five disciplines with which multipliers distinguish themselves from diminishers
can certainly help you discover blind spots in your own behavior (figure 1.2). Furthermore,
Wiseman states that everyone can learn to adopt multiplier behavior. There is still hope.

1.3

Recognizing uncertainty and making a commitment

Who has ever turned down an assignment because it was too unclear? Whenever I pose this
question to project managers, I get a range of different responses. Some are quite firm and
claim that an unclear assignment is a poor foundation for a successful project. Others shrug
and say that an unclear scope at the start of a project is to be expected in their organization.
They have accepted this fact and are used to it. The third &-&-&-paradox of recognizing
uncertainty and making a commitment affects many project managers. Commitment is
about moving forward despite any uncertainties (while risking your personal integrity) and
creating the right expectations by doing so.
Have you ever returned a project to a client?

An organization’s culture appears to be an important factor when answering this question.
The response that “returning an assignment would not be appreciated” is quite common.
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For many organizations, returning projects is not considered to be a good thing. Never
theless, I wonder if this is truly the case, or if people simply assume it is and therefore
never try. Later in this book, we will see that nothing is ever black and white and there
are ways to control these situations and exert your influence. It is all about how you return
an assignment. The results are often surprising. Regardless of your own approach, it also
depends on whether your client is a diminisher or a multiplier. A diminisher will view the
returning of the assignment as a refusal to do the work, while a multiplier will appreciate
your honesty. Know your audience!
I recall that, to me, the option to return an assignment was a true revelation. I was about
to start a new project for one of my first employers. At the time, they were working hard
to improve their organization’s project and quality management. One of the company’s
Quality Assurance Officers, tasked with supporting project leaders with regards to quality,
said: “If the client did not send you a User Requirements Specification, it makes sense to
return the assignment, because you have no idea what you are supposed to do!” Although
I did not return the assignment that time, I did work with the client to clearly define the
project scope. Fortunately, that client responded well to my request and helped me make the
assignment sufficiently concrete. Being critical and firm and not simply starting my work
with an unclear project description paid off in the end. I am still thankful to that Quality
Officer for the valuable life lesson he taught me.
I should note that I did eventually return a different assignment at that same company.
Instead of making any changes, they simply assigned the project to someone else who
accepted it without hesitation. Although this project manager showed guts, he ended
up having to work very hard to keep the unfocused project execution on track. Another
valuable lesson: there is no optimal way to deal with the paradox of “recognizing uncertainty
and making a commitment.”
Expectations are created immediately
I believe that most project management methods have more similarities than differences.
Depending on the specific field and vision, they may emphasize different aspects, but, with
a little effort, they can fit together quite well. That is good, because although organizations
often use different project management methodologies, this should not impede their
collaboration and the management of the project as a whole.
Most project management guidelines also agree about the moment at which a project
manager officially makes a commitment with regards to the required time, budget, resources,
etc. Although IPMA’s International Competence Baseline is not that explicit, the global
ICB4 standard states, under the plan and control competence, that this moment occurs
at the conclusion of the project initiation phase, as part of the decision to fund milestone.
When using PRINCE2, you make a formal commitment upon delivery of the Project
Initiation Documentation at the conclusion of the initiation stage. At that moment, the
project management plan is delivered and approved as if it were a contract of sorts, the
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project definition phase is completed and the execution phase can begin. The client and the
contractor formally accept their respective obligations and responsibilities.
Traditional project management methods therefore assume that, as a result of the activities
conducted during the definition phase, any uncertainties have been cleared up to such an
extent that there is no more confusion about the project’s budget, lead time, etc. The project
management plan has been finalized and stabilized, and it is now time to stop thinking
and start doing. However, we all know that things are never that simple in practice. At the
conclusion of the definition phase, there are often still significant uncertainties. These may
be caused by, for example:
■ The project goal is unclear or it changes during the project.
■ There is not enough knowledge about the desired solution to plan ahead. People learn as
they go during the execution phase.
■ The organization does not take the time to go through the definition process and jumps
directly to the execution phase instead.
■ There is a lack of decisiveness to make choices regarding the project scope, the desired
solution or the use of resources.
A project manager often has to make a commitment when it is really too early to do so. It can
help to extend the definition phase, but it is likely there will still be some uncertainties
left – if the client is even willing to give you this extra time to begin with. There could be a
practical reason for this: the project’s end date is set, so extending the definition phase will
automatically leave less time for the execution phase. If that is the case, waiting to make a
commitment can seriously test the client’s patience. There may also be a political reason, for
example the clients know that what they want is impossible, yet they are unwilling to admit
it. That presents you with an even greater dilemma - do you play along or not?
Perhaps the importance of when you make your commitment
is relative anyway; you may be able to time your commitment,
but not the expectations you raise. I often talk to project
You can time your
managers who are upset about the fact that their client starts
commitment, but not
drawing conclusions about lead times and budgets during
the expectations you
the definition phase, before any formal communication has
raise.
taken place. That makes sense and they are technically right to
feel this way. However, even though an official commitment
has not been made yet, expectations are raised – consciously
or subconsciously – from the very start. Although these expectations are informal, clients
are not likely to care about or even realize this. If their expectations are not met, they are
disappointed. Disappointed clients are less flexible and cooperative, which results in a
downward spiral before the project is even underway. Surely, that is not what you want as a
project manager?
A project manager, therefore, has to start managing expectations from the get-go. By
definition, there will still be many uncertainties at that stage. For that reason it is crucial that
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Decision project execution
= contract

Decision project closure
= acceptance

Project
management plan

Project
results

Project application

Expectations

Project
definition

Project
execution

definition

execution

Commitment

Figure 1.3 Expectations are raised long before a commitment is made

project managers are able to clarify the project scope and the expected delivery moments
despite all the uncertainties that still exist, regardless of whether they are formally making a
commitment or informally raising expectations.
Cynefin
Uncertainties concerning your project make it difficult to
make a commitment. You probably know this to be true,
even though it can be quite subjective. How complex is your
project, really? Is the degree of uncertainty truly so great that
it is impossible to make a stable plan, or is that simply due to
your own inability? How do you keep the client satisfied in
the meantime? What approach is best, taking into account the
complexity of your project?

The Cynefin
framework makes
your gut feelings
concrete and
explicable.

You can use the Cynefin framework (Snowden, 2007) to define how complex your project
is. This framework was developed by Professor Dave Snowden. Cynefin (phonetically: kihneh-vin) is a Welsh word that means something like “multiple factors in our environment
and in our experiences affect us in a way we can never fully understand.” The Cynefin
framework helps to determine the degree of complexity and uncertainty of the project.
Furthermore, it answers the question of which actions and types of solutions are appropriate
and which are not. It is therefore also a decision-making instrument that helps you choose the
optimal project approach.
Snowden divides situations and problems into four quadrants (figure 1.4). Each quadrant
has its own specific steps:
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1. Simple (sense ð categorize ð respond): the solution is known in advance and easy to plan
for.
2. Complicated (sense ð analyze ð respond): an expert is needed to determine the right
solution.
3. Complex (probe ð sense ð respond): earlier solutions are not applicable. The solution
and the plan are drawn up after conducting experiments.
4. Chaotic (act ð sense ð respond): drawing up a plan is not a top priority. First, it is
important to take action and get the crisis under control. Only then will it be possible to
identify the solution and make a plan.
It is interesting that Dave Snowden distinguishes between simple and complicated situations
on the one hand and complex and chaotic situations on the other. For simple and complicated
situations, the solution is known in advance – although simple situations can be resolved
by anyone and complicated problems require an expert. In other words, the situation is
predictable enough to draw up a plan and start the project execution.
This is not the case for complex and chaotic situations, because too many factors are
unpredictable or changeable. Complex situations call for experiments that you can learn
from; routine actions and standard solutions will not work. Rather, these situations require
innovative and creative methods: try first, plan later. Chaotic situations, on the other hand,
demand immediate action. There is an ongoing crisis that must be dealt with as soon as
possible to restore order. Only then can work begin to determine the correct follow-up
measures. Act first, before starting the definition phase.

Complex

Complicated

Probe – sense – respond

Sense – analyze – respond

The correlation between cause and
effect is only obvious in hindsight and
existing solutions are ineffective. We
learn through experimentation.

An expert is needed to discover the
link between cause and effect based
on existing solutions, to make
choices and a plan.

Emergent practice

Good practice
Disorder

Novel practice

Best practice

There is no correlation between cause
and effect at system level. First take
action to stabilize, then determine the
right follow-up measure.

There is a clear relationship
between cause and effect. The
solution is known in advance and
easy to plan for.

Act – sense – respond

Sense – categorize – respond

Chaotic

Simple

Figure 1.4 Dave Snowden’s Cynefin framework
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Personally, what I love about Snowden’s model is that it ties in seamlessly with my common
sense as I make choices concerning the project approach. Simple and complicated projects are
predictable and therefore plannable from the start. You should, therefore, focus on gathering
the right information or the right experts, rather than on brainstorming, experimentation or
other needless distractions. It is also important to develop a unified vision with the rest of
the team. There are as many suppositions as there are persons involved, even for predictable
projects. The definition phase is about moving ahead, communicating, making choices and
not allowing yourself to be distracted until a plan has been drawn up. Just do it!
This is not the case for complex projects. As you have probably
guessed, most projects that involve the development of new
The Cynefin
products or services fall into this category, as do projects that
framework
shows
involve many people and interests, such as reorganizations and
whether uncertainties
work process improvements. At the start of these projects, not
can be resolved or
enough is yet known about the right approach and solution.
not.
Depending on the degree of complexity, it may be possible to
resolve some of these uncertainties during the definition phase.
If the amount of uncertainty is limited and if a feasibility study
(using the principle of probe, sense, respond) can provide more clarity quickly, you can bring
the project down from complex to complicated before making a commitment. In other
words, you make a commitment with a plan for the execution phase based on a predictable
project course. However, this is not possible for projects with a higher degree of uncertainty
or changeability. For these projects, the execution phase begins when a significant amount
of uncertainty and changeability is still to be expected. Complex projects require more
expertise and creativity from project managers, who have to deal with the &-&-&-paradox
of recognizing uncertainty and making a commitment. It goes without saying that all this is
especially true for projects that fall into the chaotic category.
What types of projects from the Cynefin framework have you managed in the past?

To conclude, I want to address two special circumstances that Dave Snowden touches upon
with his model. Firstly, the model actually features a fifth domain: disorder. A situation is
classified as disorderly when it is unclear to which of the aforementioned four quadrants
it belongs. This makes for an exceptionally dangerous situation. It may be caused by, for
example, a project manager who fails to seize enough control over the project. The project
members will revert to their personal comfort zones and make wrong decisions because they
do not tailor their methods to the problem at hand. Disorder can be recognized by remarks
such as “this is how we always do things.” In this type of situation, it is important to take
action immediately and leave the domain as soon as possible.
The other element is the remarkable transition from simple to chaotic. Organizations that
systematically underestimate situations or changes (i.e. simplify them when they really
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shouldn’t) can fall into chaos. This is known as a catastrophic failure. As Snowden says:
“complacency leads to failure.”

1.4

A project model as a support tool

In this and the subsequent section, I will focus on two topics that are important for what
comes next in this book: a model of the project and Agile project management. The model
of the project will serve as an orientation tool and mnemonic device as we introduce new
concepts. Agile project management is an iterative project management approach that helps
with the execution of projects that contain many uncertainties and changing objectives.
I will not present Agile as the counterpart of traditional project management; instead –
you’ve guessed it! – we will go for the and-and approach: Agile thinking and acting combined
with traditional project management methods. You will also encounter this combination
in multidisciplinary projects when mechanical (waterfall) development is combined with
(Agile) software development.
The phasing of the project model
Figure 1.5 shows the project management elements that can be used to model most projects.
This model is primarily intended to support the IPMA Individual Competence Baseline,
but it can also be used for PRINCE2 and PMI’s PMBOK Guide. The basic goal is to provide
support for understanding, rather than impose choices and push for a certain method. The
model focuses on the definition phase and the execution phase. Together, these phases are
often seen as “the project.” Of course, it is possible to split these phases into subphases for
your own project. Because this book is mainly focused on the development of new products
and services, I have coined three subphases for the execution phase: the design phase, the
realization phase and the test phase.
The project model consists of two additional phases, which
are usually not viewed as formal parts of the project. Firstly,
The
there is the exploitation phase, during which the client uses
preparation phase
the project results. This phase is generally not part of the
is often overlooked,
project itself, because the project is commonly closed after the
even though it
execution phase. Nevertheless, project managers should not
can make all the
forget about this phase, because this is the time when the client
difference.
starts to use the project results and expects to realize the project
goals. Furthermore, it is good to remember that most projects
only become profitable from the exploitation phase onwards. The second additional phase
is the preparation phase (known as the Starting Up process in PRINCE2), which we will be
coming back to often in this book. The preparation phase has been deliberately separated
from the definition phase. This was done because the transition to the definition phase is so
important and because the activities from the preparation phase are often overlooked – even
though a successful project manager can make all the difference during this important time!
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The definition and execution phases, together with the preparation and exploitation phases,
are known as “the project in the broadest sense.” Note that many of the parties involved will
only experience the “project in the strictest sense” (the execution phase), because they are
only part of the project execution or experience the effects of this phase. The project model
includes three major decision-making moments:
■ Decision to justify: decide whether an idea or application can be turned into a project.
■ Decision to fund: decide whether the execution phase can begin. This marks an
important go/no-go moment in any project.
■ Acceptance: accept the project results, decide whether the project can be closed and the
project team dissolved.
For your own project, you may of course add additional milestones and decision-making
moments to your plan and leave out certain other elements. The project model is not a strict
guideline, but rather a useful tool and frame of reference for your project.
Project
application
(idea)

Project
decision
“Decision to justify”

Decision project execution
= contract
“Decision to fund”

Decision project closure
= acceptance

Phase
transition

Design
phase

Phase
transition

Realization
phase

Test
phase

Project
preparation

Project
initiation

Project
execution

Project
exploitation

preparation

initiation

execution

exploitation

Execution phase

Use &
aftercare
phase

Preparation phase

Definition phase

Project in the strictest sense
Project
Project in the broadest sense
Costs

Revenue

Figure 1.5 A model of a project with phases and key decision points

The deliverables of the project model
The project model also features a number of elementary project management deliverables or
(interim) results. These deliverables have been added to their respective phases in figure 1.6.
A downward-facing arrow means a deliverable serves as input for its phase, while an upwardfacing arrow indicates a phase’s delivered results. We will return to the deliverables many
times throughout this book; for now, I will only cover the essentials needed to understand
the model and the cohesion.
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Project
application
(idea)
• Project
application
• Goal
• Project
mandate
• PM appointed

Project
decision
“Decision to justify”

• Project
assignment
• Business
case
• Plan project
initiation

Decision project execution
= contract
“Decision to fund”

• Project
management plan
• Definition documents
• Accepting
obligations
• Authorization

Phase
transition

Decision project closure
= acceptance
Phase
transition

• Author.
• Mobilization
Design
phase

Realization
phase

Test
phase

• Project
results
• Project
evaluation
• Acceptance

Project
preparation

Project
initiation

Project
execution

Project
exploitation

preparation

initiation

execution

exploitation

Execution phase

Use &
aftercare
phase

Preparation phase

Definition phase

Figure 1.6 The project management deliverables of the project model

Preparation phase
Let’s begin with the start of the project; the moment at which the client has an idea for a
project and submits a project application in order to realize the associated goals. Part of the
intention of starting a project is appointing a project manager and giving him or her the
appropriate mandate. Of course, the reality is not always that simple, but we will come back
to that later.
Project managers in this situation could immediately start working on the project
management plan, although they would miss out on an important opportunity by doing
so, namely the (one-time) chance to critically evaluate the project assignment and go over
it with the client. In other words, this is their chance to affect the course of the project. We
will reveal how to do this in chapter 4. For now, it is important to understand that, despite
its usual brevity, the project preparation phase is the perfect time to build a solid foundation
for future success.
Project managers translate the project application into a project assignment (which records
the initial scope) and draw up a plan of action for the definition phase. Furthermore, they
critically examine the business case (which the client has often drawn up during an earlier
stage) and present any improvement suggestions they may have. The project preparation
phase results in a conscious decision regarding whether it is useful to turn the idea into a
real project: the decision to justify. In a sales process, this moment is known as the bid/nobid moment - will we submit an offer to the client or not? The initiation phase will begin
following a positive decision.
Initiation phase
The goal of the initiation phase is to draw up a realistic project management plan that the
organization supports, based on which obligations can be accepted and a commitment can be
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made. The information needed for this plan (e.g. specifications
and feasibility studies) falls under the umbrella term of
The project
“Definition documents” in the model. We will come back
model offers a frame
to these documents in chapter 3, the V-model. The process
of reference that
of drawing up the plan is covered in chapters 5 and 6. The
helps you to quickly
initiation phase ends with the decision to fund, which marks
find your way in a
the start of the execution phase. We have already mentioned
project.
that the initiation phase also includes the creation of the
project management plan. This means we deliberately make no
distinction between an initiation phase and a planning phase as, for instance, PMI’s PMBOK
Guide does. The planning activities take place during the entire initiation phase and possibly
even in the execution phase, as we will learn later in this book. By not talking about a separate
planning phase, integration with the Agile approach will also become more logical.
Execution phase
For the execution phase, the project model only lists generic project management deliverables
for the start and completion of the phase, namely the mobilization of the team, the delivery
of the project results, the client’s acceptance of the results and the project evaluation. As you
know, most deliverables of the project execution phase are specific to each project. They
are not part of the project model, rather they are identified when drawing up the project
management plan.
Deliverable or intake

Result or input

Owner

Project preparation phase
Input
Input
Input
Input
Result
Result
Result

Project application
Goal
Project mandate
Project manager appointed
Project assignment
Business case
Plan project initiation

Client
Client
Client
Client
Project manager
Client
Project manager

Project initiation phase
Input
Result
Result
Result

Authorization project initiation
Project management plan
Definition documents
Accepting obligations

Client
Project manager
Project manager
Project manager

Project execution phase
Authorization project execution
Mobilization
Design deliverables
Realization deliverables
Test deliverables
Project results
Acceptance of project results
Project evaluation

Input
Input
Result
Result
Result
Result
Result
Result

Client
Project manager
Project manager
Project manager
Project manager
Project manager
Client
Project manager

Figure 1.7 Summary of the project model’s deliverables
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Although this book focuses primarily on projects that result in new products or services, the
project model is universally applicable – even for personal projects such as remodeling your
home or hosting a party. The model shows you which type of questions you need to answer
during which phase of the project, as well as what needs to be done before you take on any
obligations (decision to fund). Appendix 1 contains applications of the project model for
the following examples:
■ Project “developing a new website” (Cynefin complicated);
■ Project “raising the productivity of an operational process up to a predefined performance
level” (Cynefin complex);
■ Project “merger of two organizations” (Cynefin complex);
■ Project “increasing employee satisfaction” (Cynefin complicated).
Finally, figure 1.7 presents a summary of all deliverables included in the project model and
lists whether ownership lies mainly with the project manager or the client. Note that the
owner and the executor are not necessarily the same. For example, a project manager may
choose to draw up the business case for the client. In fact, doing so often presents useful
opportunities to influence the project scope. However, it is important to ensure that the
client feels ownership over the final business case, otherwise the project manager will be on
thin ice.

1.5

Agile thinking and working

Will the project model also work in situations that are rife with uncertainties (Cynefin
complex)? Yes and no. Yes, because at the client level the commonly used pattern follows the
structure of the project model:
request ð plan/offer ð contract ð execution ð acceptance
This more or less forces you to think and communicate in a similar manner yourself.
No, because the project model is based primarily on the waterfall model. This means that the
phases are tackled one at a time, a new phase can only begin once the preceding phase has
been completed entirely, and it is not encouraged to go back to a previous phase later on.
That is why we will expand the project model using Agile in this section. Instead of focusing
on either the waterfall model or the Agile approach, I will show you how to combine the two
(Agile for one part of the project, the waterfall model for the other). After all, that is what
most projects are like in practice.
The waterfall model
When following the waterfall model, you do not start working on the design until all
requirements are known and you only move on to the test phase once the design has been
fully realized. If you discover an error or want to make a change, you revert to the phase
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in question and go through the processes all over again from
there. That can be troublesome in situations with a lot of
uncertainties where nothing is 100% clear. Furthermore, there
is a significant chance that some aspect of the specifications
will change anyway, even though you have already moved on
to the design phase. Waterfall in Cynefin complex projects is
about waiting for clarity while you know that changes still have to
be made later on…

Waterfall in
Cynefin complex:
waiting for clarity
while you know
corrections are still
coming.

Waterfall model
Project assignment
Specification

Project
results

Plan
Design
Realization
Test
Figure 1.8 The waterfall model

Concurrent engineering
To ease the pain, you can make use of concurrent engineering or parallel development.
Concurrent engineering allows different project phases to be carried out at the same time.
That means it is possible, for example, to work on the design, even though the specifications
have not yet been finalized. It gives a project team the ability to make progress even in the
face of uncertainties.
Truth be told, the real reason to use concurrent engineering is often to shorten the project’s
lead time. The project is compressed, as it were. Although there is nothing wrong with this
method, it does make the project execution more complex. After all, concurrently working
on activities that should really take place one after the other requires a lot of expertise from
the team members, as well as insight into each other’s activities and excellent communication.
Concurrent engineering
Project assignment
Specification

Project
results

Plan
Design
Realization
Test
Figure 1.9 Concurrent engineering
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Agile: uncertainties are a given
Although concurrent engineering is a step in the right direction, the additional flexibility
of working in parallel leads to an increase of the complexity of the project execution.
Furthermore, this method – like the waterfall model – also assumes that phases have to be
completed entirely and that uncertainties can be eliminated. What if this is not the case?
The Agile approach (the Italian musical term “agile” means fast, flexible) turns things
around. Agile views uncertainties as a given, rather than as something undesirable. The world
cannot be controlled and projects carried out in an uncertain and dynamic environment
are, by their nature, unpredictable. Furthermore, Agile working creates an environment
in which team members’ taking responsibility is explicitly stimulated and facilitated. This
allows the project manager to adopt more of a coaching and facilitating attitude, instead
of being controlling and directive. The Agile approach stems from the world of software
development, although with some skill it can also be applied to other environments, e.g. the
mechatronics, construction and public sectors.
Although PRINCE2 and other methods have already integrated the Agile approach,
the waterfall and Agile models are often seen as opposites. That is too bad, because this
emphasizes their differences, even though it would be impossible to make everyone adopt
either the Agile or the waterfall way of working. The two models coexist and this should not
impede a project’s execution. Nevertheless, many organizations struggle with combining
(waterfall) mechanical product development and (Agile) software development. The teams
speak different languages and view the other group’s processes as an incomprehensible black
box. Even within one and the same organization, this can create different spheres of people
who fail to understand each other properly or work together effectively.
How are waterfall and Agile used in your organization?

Viewing the Agile and waterfall models as polar opposites can, therefore, be counterproductive.
In this book, I will illustrate how both can be combined, e.g. by using the waterfall model
for mechanical development and the Agile approach for the related software development.
Furthermore, I will not only discuss Agile as a method, but also as a form of behavior. Even
during traditionally structured (waterfall) projects, Agile behavior will allow you to improve
your team members’ flexibility, their focus on interim results and their autonomy.
Short iterations
An important difference between Agile and the traditional project approach has to do with
the method of project control. In a traditional project, the project scope is usually seen as
being set in stone. If there are setbacks or changes, this will automatically lead to delays and
higher costs. This pressure on time and budget results in a need to modify the plan during
the project. Consequently, it is not unusual to compromise the quality of the product or
service being developed: for example, less time is spent on the execution of tasks, reviews are
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cancelled, there is a reduced focus on risk management, the test program is cut short, etc. In
other words, the pressure is mainly on the project’s final phase.
In Agile projects, on the other hand, time, money and quality are viewed as immutable
factors. The scope is also important, but it is negotiable during Agile projects. It is, therefore,
recorded as an overview of functions to be delivered, ordered by priority. These functions are
then realized insofar as the available timeframe and budget allow. If there are setbacks along
the way, the least essential or optional functions are cut first. Time, money and the quality
of the execution are non-negotiable, but functionality is. This results in a markedly different
management climate compared to traditional project control methods.
Are the cut functions dropped entirely from the project scope? Usually not, since Agile
development makes use of multiple short iterations instead of a single execution phase.
Functions cut during one iteration are generally included as part of the subsequent iteration.
If the final few iterations allow for a large enough buffer (or contain optional functionalities),
the final result of the project will include the functions originally outlined in the project
scope. If said buffer is not available, you will at least know that the most important functions
have been realized without compromising the project’s timeframe, budget or quality.
Creating value
The focus on quality is increased because iterations must produce functioning interim
results that the (end) user can evaluate. This means that although iterations only implement
part of the project functionality, they do consist of the entire development cycle of design,
realization and testing. In other words: you do not do everything, but you finish what you do
completely. Agile working therefore allows the user to give feedback and creates value while
the project is still ongoing. Figure 1.10 presents a schematic overview of Agile development.
Agile
Changes

Changes

Interim Changes
results

Project assignment
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Sp Pl

Specification Plan
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Figure 1.10 Agile development. The nine functions are incrementally designed (D), realized (R) and tested (T)

Working in iterations offers another advantage. The client has the option of making changes
prior to the start of a new iteration. After all, Agile expects changes to be made along the
way. One rule does apply: once an iteration has begun, the team members can no longer be
interrupted and changes cannot be made until the start of the next iteration. This combines
the best of both worlds, flexibility for the client and efficiency for the team. Since iterations
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Feedback from
the client while
the project is still
ongoing.

have a lead time of several weeks at most, this ban on making
changes during an iteration is usually not seen as a problem
by clients. In other words, Agile working makes for a perfect
combination of optimal flexibility and efficiency.

In addition to the rhythm of the iterations, Agile also has
a daily rhythm: the team meeting. This is a daily meeting
during which all team members stand up and effectiveness
and efficiency are paramount. People’s attitudes during this
meeting are active and focused, because that is the only way to ensure the meeting is both
effective and brief. The team members take turns explaining what they have achieved, what
they will be doing next and what problems they expect to encounter. Everyone gets a chance
to talk, but they all have to be brief and concise. It is therefore essential to prepare properly
for this meeting. If discussions run too long and are no longer relevant for the entire group,
they are continued as one-on-one conversations after the team meeting.
With the daily team meeting, together with the clear priorities regarding the functionality
to be delivered and the immediate evaluation of interim results at the end of each iteration,
it is possible to give the development team a lot of autonomy. In this manner, Agile offers
important preconditions to allow the team to be self-organizing. This means that the team
members take responsibility for the planning and realization of the products they have to
deliver, as well as the collaboration and coordination this requires. In traditional projects,
this responsibility lies mainly in the hands of the project manager.
The role of the project manager
What role does the project manager play in an Agile project? To ensure the answer to this
question is as clear as possible, I will be referring to Scrum throughout the rest of this
book. Scrum is an Agile framework that calls iterations sprints, the prioritized overview of
functionalities the product backlog, the assigned scope per sprint the sprint backlog and the
daily team meeting the daily stand-up meeting. The planning meeting at the start of every
sprint is called the sprint planning meeting (Pl in figure 1.10). Scrum also describes two main
roles which the project manager has no part in: that of product owner and scrum master.
Note that this is not a bad thing for the project manager. Indeed, it presents a number of
opportunities.
Product owners manage and prioritize the product backlog. In doing so, they serve the
interests of the customer and will therefore require the right mandate from the client. The
daily stand-up meeting is the perfect time for the product owner to coordinate with the
team members about the interim results and the reasons behind the client’s wishes. The
product owner is an explicit part of the team, which ensures that the voice of the customer is
clearly heard during the daily coordination meetings. With traditional project management
methods, the “business role” is usually not part of the team itself. Therefore, the challenge
of making sure the client’s voice is heard by the team mainly falls to the project manager.
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The team and the product owner are supported by the scrum master. This role is different
from that of the project manager, because a scrum master does not actually direct the team.
Instead, a scrum master acts in a coaching and facilitating manner, since a development team
must be self-organizing in an Agile environment in order to efficiently realize its a ssigned
goals.
The added roles of product owner and scrum master therefore result in preconditions that
allow for an explicit focus on the business and facilitate the teams’ self-organizing capacity.
That is good news for project managers. It allows them to focus on the primary activities,
e.g. leading the project as a whole, synchronizing subprojects (including the Scrum teams
and other subprojects), managing external interfaces, providing the necessary resources,
coordinating with external stakeholders and managing the budget.

Spec

Project
results

Changes

Project assignment

Plan

Sp Pl

Product
backlog
Sprint
backlog

Sprint
planning

Sprint

Daily
stand-up

Sprint
(30 days)

Functioning
interim
result

Sprint
retrospective

No changes!
Next iteration
Figure 1.11 The Scrum process (with a thirty-day sprint period)

In an environment of unpredictability, Agile creates a predictable rhythm of interim results.
Brief iterations in fixed timeboxes and self-organizing multidisciplinary teams form the
foundation of this rhythm. Agile has a markedly different view on project control than
traditional project management methods, but you will surely have noticed that the various
Agile elements are based on little more than common sense.
Nothing therefore keeps you from applying them in a
In an
traditional project organization.
Agile and the project model
Agile fits well within the project model. A notable difference is
that the project execution phase no longer consists of just one
sequence of design, realization and testing. Instead, a number
of functionalities go through the entire development life cycle

unpredictable
environment, Agile
creates a predictable
rhythm of interim
results.
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during each iteration. At the end of the iteration, they are delivered as tested interim results
(see figure 1.12). That also means the exploitation phase will start sooner.
In addition, the project initiation phase will look quite different. After all, because changes
are expected to be made during the execution phase, it is not convenient to work out all
the details in advance. Detail only has to be created at the start of an iteration. The focus
during the project initiation phase is therefore on drawing up a clear list of functionalities
(the product backlog), an architecture that facilitates iterative development, an estimate
of the size of the functionalities on the product backlog and a plan that outlines which
functionality is to be realized during which iteration.
Decision project execution
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“Decision to fund”

Decision project closure
= acceptance

Project
decision
“Decision to justify”
Project
preparation

Project
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Project
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Figure 1.12 Agile development and the project model

1.6

What does the &-&-&-paradox mean for project managers?

After briefly exploring Agile, I would like to conclude by summarizing what the
&-&-&-paradox means for project managers. The position of project managers has changed
rapidly over the past twenty years. It used to be mainly about coordinating the planning
and execution of activities, but today’s project managers are explicitly responsible for the
realization of the project result – regardless of the assignment’s complexity and the maturity
of the project environment. The challenges of the &-&-&-paradox are a daily factor: you
have to do more with less, you must maintain control over your team members’ progress
while also giving them more autonomy and you have to make a commitment regarding time
and budget despite the many uncertainties that plague the project.
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This means project managers also have to perform during
difficult “expert slope” projects and under less-than-perfect
conditions. That can feel quite unfair at times. Everything is
fine as long as the project proceeds as planned, but you are made
It can be an unfair
the scapegoat as soon as something goes wrong – sometimes
business at times.
even by clients or project board members who are themselves
unable to figure out where the problem lies, because they lack
the necessary competences to do so. The realization that the
business of project management can be quite unfair and that
others feel the same way can be a huge relief. It makes it easier to shrug off the criticism and
take appropriate measures with renewed vigor to get the project back on track.
Performing in an environment with micromanagers
You are probably not a micromanager yourself, but chances are that you will frequently
work in a micromanaged environment throughout your career. You will have to learn to
deal with this and avoid the many pitfalls along the way.
For example, it took me a long time to realize that most project
management instruments are not tools to be used for the
Many PM tools
benefit of the project manager, but rather a means to control
are
not for the project
the project manager. Think of, for instance, financial analyses
manager’s benefit, but
that only show accomplished results, instead of information
for the benefit of the
that can be used to make proactive adjustments. This was an
organization itself.
important trigger for me to truly understand which tooling I
needed to effectively execute planning, tracking and control.
Since then, I have become less reliant on what is and is not
available to me, I only use the things that benefit my project, and I no longer allow myself to
be distracted. This topic will be covered extensively later on in this book. In a micromanaged
environment, you will have to be quicker on your feet and more (politically) savvy than your
environment!
Have you noticed that offering transparency in a controlling organization can actually be
counterproductive? We have all been there: you are in a project board meeting and everyone
avoids the difficult issues until you show that, as a result of different factors and with the
current plan and staffing, there is a three-week delay. “That is not good, project manager.
How are you planning to solve your problem?” Later on, you notice that other project
managers do not give an up-to-date prediction of the completion date at all, yet they are
not criticized for it either. I am a big fan of transparency, but it is all about how you use it.
It seems giving out information invokes a response; the reverse is also true. If you want to
make positive use of transparency, you need to replace your naivety by expertise pertaining
to leadership and influencing skills. You also have to develop a thick skin, for example by
getting to know your own fears and defense mechanisms. Chapter 2 (Your Agile inspirator)
and chapter 4 (The factor 10) will teach you all you need to know.
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Anticipating what you already knew
I did not call the business of project management unfair to instill a feeling of self-pity or
indifference in you. On the contrary, I mention it because we often feel self-pity without even
realizing it. This gets in the way of our willingness to learn and grow. When that happens,
you do exactly what many methods inadvertently advise: blame others. The project did not
go as planned because the organization was not ready, because the necessary instruments
and systems were not implemented, because the team members did not apply the methods
correctly, because the client kept changing the goals, etc.
Of course, others are at fault, but… you already knew that.
Of course, there are many uncertainties, but… you already knew that.
Of course, you have to meet the deadline while not being given enough resources, but…
you already knew that.
Of course, you start implementing additional functionality at your own expense and you
will still be blamed when you miss the deadline, but… you already knew that.
Of course, suppliers claim to be on schedule until their delivery is late, but… you already
knew that.

From reactive
to proactive to
influencing.

Stop blaming others and start taking the initiative in order
to become less dependent on things that never go as planned
anyway. Make use of the things you already know, anticipate
them and do not allow yourself to be surprised again. As hockey
coach Marc Lammers puts it in his book Yes! a crisis (Lammers,
2010): “Winners have a plan, losers have an excuse!”
This brings us to the central theme of this book: from reactive
to proactive to influencing.
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Summary
Today’s project manager has to deal with the various forms of the &-&-&-paradox:
º Doing more with less;
º Monitoring things closely while also giving the team sufficient autonomy;
º Recognizing uncertainty and making a commitment.
A focus on control is not the same as a focus on results and processes. KPIs are a refined
tool that can make or break people’s trust.
You can time your commitment, but expectations are raised from the very start of a
project. By definition, there are still many uncertainties at that point. It is therefore
important to learn to deal with uncertainty in projects. View it as a positive, rather than
a negative.
The Agile approach has the following characteristics:
º Time, money and quality are set in stone, while functionality can be prioritized and
negotiated about;
º Functioning interim results are regularly delivered in iterations and evaluated by the
(end) user;
º It is possible to adjust the scope prior to the start of an iteration, but the project team
is not to be disturbed once an iteration begins;
º The multidisciplinary team must be self-organizing in order to realize its assigned
goals in an efficient manner. The daily stand-up meetings, the product owner’s
clearly prioritized product backlog and the scrum master’s support all help with this;
º The project manager’s main tasks are creating the right preconditions for the team
and managing the project’s external interfaces.
Agile project management and the classic waterfall model can be used in conjunction.
You should know how to use them together, because that is what you will encounter in
practice.
A project’s success starts with you. Stop blaming others and make use of what you
know and expect in advance. Take the initiative to become less dependent on things
that never go as planned anyway; instead, choose to influence the course of the project.
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Your Agile inspirator, the TomTom
Why is the TomTom such an effective project manager?
How goal-oriented working is tested every single day.
Why you should start conducting stakeholder management at an early stage.
As a scenario creator, always showing a single up-to-date route brings peace of mind,
clarity, feedback, decisions and action.

What or who is your biggest inspirator? That is a very personal question. However, I would
like to recommend one that all project managers are sure to be familiar with: the TomTom
(or any other modern GPS car navigation system). That answer might well surprise you,
but after you have completed this chapter, the chances are that you will feel inspired by its
remarkably effective behavior or be a little embarrassed about opportunities you have missed
in the past.2

2.1

What you can learn from your TomTom GPS
navigation system

Let’s say you want to take your car to visit a friend in his new home in a different city. You
are supposed to arrive there by ten o’clock, because you and a few other people have agreed
to help your friend around the house. You know how to get to the city itself, but you will
need some help once you reach the city center. You decide to trust in the directions of your
GPS navigator and leave a little after nine o’clock. In this scenario, you are the client, while
your navigation system – which we shall assume is a TomTom – is the project manager.
The TomTom GPS navigation system is off to a great start. As long as you have not entered
a destination yet, it does not create false expectations by suggesting random directions. The
TomTom also does not offer an unfounded indication of the likely arrival time. Lastly, it
does not freak out when you decide to drive the first part of the journey on your own because
you are sufficiently familiar with the route. Instead, it stays professional and, brimming with
confidence, presents you with the information it can offer: your (changing) location on a
clear map.
After fifteen minutes or so, you – the client – start to feel a bit uneasy. What road are you
supposed to take into the city? Will you get there by ten o’clock? Time to start using the
TomTom. Something wonderful happens after you enter your friend’s address, although
you fail to notice it because you are so used to it. You are immediately told that the plan
2 This chapter ties into the following competences from IPMA’s ICB4: Strategy, Power and interest, Self-reflection and
self-management, Personal communication, Relations and engagement, Leadership, Conflict and crisis, Negotiation,
Results orientation, Requirements and objectives, Stakeholders.
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(the route) is known, as well as what your expected arrival time is and what to do next. In
other words, you get all the information you need without having to ask for any missing
information. Good news, your projected arrival time is 09:48. You’re going to be on time.
You continue your drive and think about the challenges you will face today as you do various
chores around your buddy’s home. Your mind is not focused on the route at all. Along the
way, you reap the benefits of your TomTom’s risk management activities: you are notified
about an upcoming speed trap and the fact that you are going slightly over the limit. The
TomTom’s communication is perfectly client-oriented. It soon proves its usefulness in other
ways: even before you spot the traffic jam yourself, you are notified about the possible delay.
“Great, it looks ahead and continues to actively monitor the remaining route,” you think.
You have complete faith in your navigator. The delay on your current route will be ten
minutes, but the TomTom suggests an alternate path using an earlier exit that will put your
arrival time at 09:51. Subconsciously, you rejoice about the time you saved. You would not
even consider blaming the TomTom for the delay.
Things do go wrong for a while inside the city limits. You are told to turn right down the
wrong side of a one-way street. Perhaps this is an error in the TomTom’s map data? You
take initiative and continue straight, while the TomTom recalculates the remaining route.
New arrival time: 09:53. You’re fine! With ten minutes left to go, the TomTom once again
tells you to turn right. However, you believe you know the city well enough and want to stay
on your current road for a bit. Isn’t there a bakery somewhere down the road where you can
buy some cookies? You deviate from the prescribed path and continue straight.

For the TomTom,
replanning is a useful
routine activity.

What does the TomTom do? Does it become annoyed? Of
course not! It recalculates the route and shows your arrival
time to be 09:54. That is not too bad, you think. You are told
to turn right again at the next intersection. Instead, you ignore
the advice three more times. The TomTom stays professional
and quietly recalculates the remaining route. It says you will
now arrive at 09:56. The bakery appears ahead. You have just
enough time.

You ring the bell at your friend’s new house at 10:03. Without apologizing for being a bit
late, complaining about traffic jams or the error on your navigator’s data, you happily tell
him that you stopped along the way to buy some delicious cookies.
With every step they take, project managers should ask themselves: “What would the
TomTom do in this situation?” Doing so can result in some interesting revelations:
1. The path to the goal is all that matters, the rest is history;
2. Replanning is a part of life;
3. The client lives in the world of the final destination.
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The path to the goal
The TomTom’s first point of attention is focusing on the client’s project goal. Successful
project management is ultimately about only one thing: realizing the goals. That does not
mean that the path you choose doesn’t matter at all. The process that leads to the result is an
important factor in the project’s success (think of, for example, stakeholder satisfaction or
the motivation of your team members). However, when making these choices, you should
never lose sight of the project goal. Reaching the goal is more important than how you get
there and the road ahead is all that matters; the road behind is history.
The TomTom metaphor helps us to stay focused as we encounter operational issues left and
right. Amid all this craziness, our focus might unintentionally begin to shift to the issues
of the day. Although we cannot ignore these problems, we should ask ourselves whenever
we do anything: “What does this action mean for the remaining path to the final goal?”
Focusing first and foremost on the path to the goal is a combination of behavior and the
ability to quickly map out the road ahead. The TomTom is perfectly equipped to do just
that. By measuring its position with GPS, it tells you about your current status, while a
detailed map and advanced optimization algorithms help it determine the optimal path to
the final destination.
How good are you at determining the path to the goal?

Replanning is a part of life
How do you react when things don’t go as planned? Do you stay focused or become annoyed?
When I tell people the TomTom story, I sometimes get the response that “the TomTom has
it easy, it’s an emotionless computer.” That is absolutely true, its lack of emotion is a definite
advantage in this case. Luckily, as we will see later on in this book, having emotions can also
be beneficial. If that is true, why not learn from what the TomTom does so well: instead of
making futile protests, just start replanning right away.
If you assume that the path to the goal is dynamic, i.e. when you use Agile thinking, there is
no need to react in an annoyed way; “Too bad, I have to change my plan.” You expect there
to be changes along the way and you employ constant forward thinking in order to choose
the optimal path to the goal. This makes you both goal-oriented and flexible. This behavior
not only offers the advantage of making you flexible in the event of unexpected changes.
By constantly keeping an eye on the path ahead, you can also spot risks and opportunities
earlier. A forward-thinking attitude creates the opportunity to anticipate what is coming.
Do you change your plan when you absolutely must,
or all the time because you are curious about the optimal path to the goal?
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The client lives in the world of the final destination
The third aspect is the one I personally realized last, even
though its impact may be bigger than that of the first two
The message is only
aspects. What was the driver thinking about in my story about
heard if you show
the TomTom? Was he focused on the path ahead or on what
what it means for the
he would be doing after he arrived? In fact it was the latter,
final goal.
which is often the case in practice. The journey is commonly
seen as a “necessary evil,” something to endure before you can
start doing what you really want. We are not interested in the
TomTom’s exact route or calculation methods. Regardless of whether the path is difficult or
easy for it, all we want is to reach our destination.
The goal is all that matters
Only the path to the goal is important
The road behind is history

Goal
B
Plan

A
Current position (status)

Replanning is part of life!

Figure 2.1 The TomTom as inspirator: always looking for the optimal path to the goal

The same is true for projects. Many clients will not be able – or willing – to understand your
plan. Their focus is on what they are going to do with the results that you, the project
manager, will deliver at the end of the project. That is why they will often fail to understand
that the budget is insufficient if you tell them, midway through the project, that more
money has been spent than expected. Similarly, they will not count on the project taking
longer to complete when you inform them that an essential team member is off sick for a
month. Your message will only be heard if you tell the stakeholder in question exactly what
it means for the project’s (final) result whenever you have anything to report.
This is what the TomTom excels at, no matter how simple its approach may sound. With
the help of a clever user interface, it gives us no choice but to understand its message. How?
By always displaying the current expected arrival time, whether we want to know this piece
of information or not:
Initial commitment TomTom:
TomTom predicts traffic jam:
TomTom suggests alternate route:

Arrival time 09:48
Arrival time 09:58
Arrival time 09:51
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TomTom has to restore incorrect route:
Driver ignores instruction:
Driver ignores instruction three more times:
Driver stops at bakery:

Arrival time 09:53
Arrival time 09:54
Arrival time 09:56
Arrival time 10:03

Do you see what is going on? The TomTom, i.e. the project manager, creates peace of
mind and stability at six different moments of change by always having the optimal path
to the goal at the ready and communicating it in the client’s own language as a predicted
arrival time. Instead of having a dynamic project, the plan and expected results are clear at
all times, the environment will experience peace of mind and clarity, and the client always
knows what to expect. Most importantly, cause and effect are automatically clear because of
the TomTom’s high refresh rate. As a result, a project manager has far less explaining to do
and is pushed into a defensive role less often.
Moreover... clients no longer have a conflict with you, but instead
with the facts. In my example they even take responsibility for
their own late arrival. That is not surprising, because when
The right behavior
they chose to ignore the TomTom’s instructions, they knew
can calm down a
they were cutting it close. Every time they chose their own
dynamic
environment.
path, they received immediate feedback about the effects of
that change. However, they had a good reason for doing what
they did, because being able to buy some cookies would more
than make up for the lost time. Given that the TomTom knew
nothing about the clients’ motivation, it did what it had to do: not make a fuss and keep
suggesting alternate paths to the final goal!
What might have happened if the TomTom had not presented the up-to-date arrival times
during all those moments of change? Chances are that the driver would have subconsciously
overlooked all those changes, only to be surprised by the late arrival time at the end of the
journey. That would probably have upset him. “Why is it after ten o’clock? Didn’t we have
twelve extra minutes when we began?” As you might expect, the project manager TomTom
would have been held responsible for the fifteen minutes’ delay, including the changes that
the driver himself had caused. Who could blame the driver? Surely, those did not add up
to fifteen minutes? Similarly, there is no way the driver would understand the TomTom’s
smart intervention to avoid the future traffic jam.
On top of that, the project manager TomTom would have missed out on its opportunity
to influence the client and pressure him or her for the sake of the project. On the contrary,
it gave the client the impression of having plenty of time at the start of the journey. This
expectation was not updated along the way: there was some time left, but not enough to take
a detour and stop at the bakery. The project manager would have failed to make the journey
into a shared challenge.
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Do you consistently take the initiative to communicate a project’s
current status, translated into consequences for the client,
even if the client does not ask for these updates?

2.2

The TomTom and Agile leadership

Our navigator accurately illustrates several essential basic principles of project management.
However, it should be clear to you that a real project gives you more freedom in terms of
how you communicate with your client, what you choose to report and in which manner.
We are not computers and this gives us more ways in which to act. More on that later. For
now, the TomTom has taught us the following points about Agile leadership:
■ The goal is all that matters;
■ Only the path towards the goal is important, the road behind is history;
■ Replanning is a fact of life and you should always actively look for the optimal path to
the goal;
■ Make sure the client understands the project’s current status and how this affects the
final goal at all times.
Summed up in this way, it looks like mere common sense. Nevertheless, do you do all this
yourself in practice? Do you always know what the optimal path to the final goal is during a
project? Do you inform stakeholders in such a way that they truly understand the situation
at hand and act in the best interests of the project?
As is often the case, the challenge lies in the execution and in finding the discipline to stick
with it. In other words, it is about integrating the TomTom’s logic in our own behavior.
In this book, we constantly strive to reduce the principles of project management to their
essence, which makes it easier to integrate them into your personal style and your daily work
processes.
Acting instead of reacting
Until now, we have mostly talked about the realization process. If the execution does not go
as planned, our first impulse will be to resist the changes. Of course, there is nothing wrong
with fighting for your cause, especially if the current plan is the most optimal one. However,
things tend to get out of hand when we lose sight of our goal and only fight to get our way –
especially if we stubbornly neglect to update the plan and lose our direction. The TomTom
would never do that… That is why we can aptly apply the TomTom metaphor to leadership
and behavior in a general sense. We call this “acting instead of reacting.”
We have all been there. We react subconsciously to stimuli and situations. In other words,
we react without thinking about what the most constructive response would be. Think
of, for instance, getting angry, becoming distracted by unimportant issues or refusing to
consider an excellent suggestion because the person who came up with it once slighted you.
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These are all examples of situations in which we lose sight of
our goal. The TomTom stimulates us to firstly let the situation
sink in and then deliberately choose our response, rather than
reflexively reacting in the heat of the moment. Although the
latter might feel good at first, it is usually not very productive
in the long run. Just think of the difference between functional
and emotional anger.

We react to
many stimuli without
consciously choosing
the most productive
action.

So, take a time-out, count to ten … and then ask yourself:
“Which action brings me closer to my goal?” You can use this method when making plans,
reporting, during conversations, while communicating and in countless other situations. It
keeps you from acting out of ingrained patterns, fear or unwanted behavior.
Project goal
(client)
Project result
(project manager)

Design
phase
Project
preparation

Project
initiation

Realization
phase
Project
execution

Test
phase
Project
exploitation

Figure 2.2 Project goal and project result

Project goal and project result
Now that we are making frequent use of the term “project goal,” it is a good idea to go over
the differences between a project goal and a project result. This is an important theme that
can help clarify the role division between a project manager and a client.
The project goal is whatever the client wishes to achieve with the project result. The desired
project result and the project requirements are derived from this goal. The responsibility for
the realization of the project goal is primarily in the hands of the client.
The project result is the product or service to be delivered with the project. The responsibility
for the realization of the project result is primarily in the hands of the project manager (the
contractor). If we use the example of the TomTom once more, the project goal was “help out
at the friend’s house,” while the project result was “arrive at 10:00.” Other examples include:
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Product development. Goal = profit, result = product;
Website development. Goal = more visitors, result = website;
Book a trip. Goal = enjoying a nice holiday, result = a choice of destination.

The project result is delivered by the project manager at the end of the project. During
the exploitation phase, the client will use this result to realize the project goal. This often
happens after the project has already been concluded. As a project manager, it is important
to understand that clients have a different goal in mind than the project result they ask for.
This distinction is sometimes clear right away, but it usually requires a degree of coordination
and alignment during the project preparation phase. At the end of this phase, the project
goal and project result are recorded in the project assignment (see figure 1.6).
Understanding the underlying goal helps you to better understand the desired project result.
If the project goal and the project result do not tie in well together, you can count on more
changes during the project. You may also receive negative feedback afterwards because the
goal was not achieved with the project result you delivered. During a project, experienced
project managers will therefore not only evaluate whether the project result will be realized
(the official assignment); they will also make sure whether the interim results offer the client
sufficient opportunity to realize the project goal. Consequently, it is important to regularly
update the business case during a project, so you can actively check with the client whether
it is still valid.
Look ahead
I will not claim that talking about activities conducted during the past period is entirely
pointless. However, it is strange that many progress meetings are mainly used to sum up
what people have done over the past week, instead of talking about what they still need to
do to finish the project. Looking back is a good way to test results, coach team members,
evaluate projects and learn from them, but it is important to primarily focus on the path
ahead. There are specific KPIs for this, e.g. time-to-go, costs-to-go and issues-to-solve. In other
words, what needs to be done to complete the project?

Immigrants
who carry only
two suitcases
automatically focus on
the future.

Allowing ourselves to be distracted by past concerns makes
us less productive and goal-oriented. As strategic coach Dan
Sullivan says about the high degree of entrepreneurship among
immigrants in the United States: “Immigrants only get to
bring two suitcases. Their focus is on the future, the rest is left
behind.” Let yourself be inspired by the TomTom and focus
mainly on the path ahead, both in the way you manage your
projects and in terms of how you structure your personal life.
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2.3

The TomTom and stakeholder management

You may not realize it when you are working on your project, but most projects lead to
some form of change. In order to retain support during such a change process, stakeholder
management and communication are essential.
Effective stakeholder management is one of the biggest success factors for project managers.
Stakeholders are the people who have an interest in the project’s performance and success (or
lack thereof…) or who can influence the project execution to a greater or lesser extent. These
stakeholders can be found both within the organization (e.g. internal clients, members of
the project board, team members and other executors) and outside it (clients, end users,
suppliers, supervisors, etc.). It is important to note that the client is not the only stakeholder
in a project.
Together with the other external factors that affect the project, stakeholders form the
environment of the project. Keeping the stakeholders involved is an essential task for a
project manager. After all, the stakeholders decide whether to accept the project’s result and,
consequently, whether the project manager is successful. Stakeholder management is carried
out in three steps: by analyzing the stakeholders, by deciding on your method of approach
and by keeping the stakeholders involved (see figure 2.3).

Stakeholder
analysis

Who?

Method of
approach
Keeping
stakeholders involved

How?

Do it!

Figure 2.3 The stakeholder management process

Stakeholder analysis
Stakeholder management is a challenge that demands a great deal of attention from a project
manager throughout the entire project. It is not a one-time task, but rather a recurring
activity that is recorded in the project management plan (or separately, in a communication
plan).
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Before you can draw up this plan, you must first identify the persons who can influence the
project and learn what their interests are. I have little to add to everything that has already
been written about stakeholder analyses in management books, though I do have something
to say about how it is commonly used. I am referring to the reactive way of using stakeholder
management, mainly to fix problems that have already occurred. That is too bad. Just like
expectation management, stakeholder management should really be conducted from the
very start of a project. At that point, the stakeholders are still flexible, which gives a project
manager more ways to influence the project’s course. This is why I focus extensively on
how to integrate proactive stakeholder management into your own behavior and make it
a positive force for both parties. This helps to turn the management of stakeholders into
management for stakeholders.
Do you start conducting stakeholder management right away or only when you have to?

Figure 2.4 shows the various steps of a stakeholder analysis. These help you answer the
question of who your stakeholders are and how they feel about your project. The steps are as
follows:
1. Identify stakeholders;
2. Analyze the power and interests of each stakeholder;
3. Analyze the position of each stakeholder.
The first step, the identification, looks easy enough. It is a simple question: who are the
people that can positively or negatively influence the success of your project? The answer
is not that easy, though. I frequently find that I don’t ask myself this question enough,
which means that I am surprised during the project by influences that I did not take into
consideration. Added to this is the fact that, with this reactive approach, usually only
stakeholders that present a problem are added to the list. Stakeholder management is then
limited to fixing existing relationship problems and all attention goes to the difficult cases.
It is often far more beneficial in terms of the project to prevent problems and focus more on
the positive relationships.
To conduct proactive stakeholder management, you can
use figure 2.5 as a checklist for stakeholder identification. It
Keep yourself
distinguishes between four groups of stakeholders: decision
from only focusing
makers, users, suppliers, and executors. If your focus is on
on the difficult cases
more than just the difficult cases, your list will soon contain
and reactively fixing
more than twenty names. Furthermore, this checklist helps to
problems.
ensure that you don’t lose sight of the end user, e.g. because you
focus all your attention on the project board members (who
ultimately decide if you are doing your work well enough).
This, in turn, helps to prevent you from focusing too much on control and not enough on
results. After all, the TomTom would never make that mistake…
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Stakeholder
analysis

Method of
approach

Who?

How?

Decision makers

1. Identify

Suppliers

Project

Users

Executors

2

1

POWER

2. Power
and interest

8

5

11

4

12
7

9
6

Allies

3

12

Opportunists

Doubters

Adversaries

Opponents

5

9
4

7

TRUST

10
6

AGREEMENT

AGREEMENT

3. Position

Keep
informed

Coalition
partners
Invest in
relationship

8

1

2

Monitor

INTEREST

INTEREST

11

Manage
closely

(minimal
effort)

10

Coalition
partners

Keep
satisfied

POWER

3

Allies
Use as
sponsors

Opportunists

Doubters

Adversaries

Opponents

Minimal effort
(except for a
powerful
stakeholder)

Finding
common
interest

TRUST

Figure 2.4 The steps of a stakeholder analysis

After identifying the stakeholders, you can determine their position in relation to the project.
It is common to use the power/interest grid (Mendelow, 1991) for this:
■ Power: how does the stakeholder influence the decision-making process?
■ Interest: how much interest does the stakeholder have in the project results?
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Decision makers
Client
Project board members
Supervisors

Suppliers
(Sub)contractors
Suppliers
Internal (supply)
departments

Users
Customers/clients
End users
Management &
maintenance
Internal (client)
departments
Interest groups

Project

Executors
Project manager
Project team members
Project staff
Figure 2.5 Checklist for stakeholder identification

You place every stakeholder in the corresponding quadrant of figure 2.6. By mapping out the
stakeholders’ power and interests, you can determine how each of them should be involved
in the project: manage closely, keep satisfied, keep informed and monitor.

Manage
closely

Monitor

Keep informed

POWER

Keep
satisfied

(minimal
effort)

INTEREST
Figure 2.6 Approaching stakeholders based on their power and interest

Finally, you can determine the position of each stakeholder in relation to the project content
and yourself as a project manager, an assessment derived from Peter Block’s trust/agreement
matrix (Block, 1986):
■ Agreement: to what extent does the stakeholder support the project’s content?
■ Trust: how much trust does the stakeholder have in the project manager (and the project
team)?
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AGREEMENT

This once again results in a useful matrix that can help you decide on the optimal approach
(figure 2.7):
1. Allies want the same things as you. Be sure to work together closely with these people and
protect your good relationship. You can use them as project sponsors or to approach an
adversary.
2. Coalition partners have the same interests as the project, but they still lack sufficient trust in
their relationship with you. As a result their behavior is unpredictable. Changing interests
can put an end to the coalition. You can invest in this relationship by communicating
clearly about everyone’s expectations and making explicit agreements. Building trust
takes time, so be sure to communicate clearly about any positive results.
3. Opponents have a different view on the project, but they do have trust. This makes their
behavior predictable. You can negotiate about shared and conflicting interests with them.
These conversations can even bring you new insights that turn opponents into allies. This
generally takes less time than the transition from coalition partner into ally, because the
necessary trust already exists.
4. Spending any time at all on adversaries is basically a waste of your energy. You should
limit your communication to professional discussions and be clear about your own
beliefs. Acting instead of reacting definitely applies here. It can only be useful to build a
relationship of trust through intensive contact if adversaries hold an important position
(in this case, Mendelow’s power/interest grid advises you to at least keep them satisfied).
Allies may be able to help you approach the adversary, if they have a better relationship
with said person.
Coalition
partners

Allies

Invest in
relationship

Use as
sponsors

Opportunists

Doubters

Adversaries

Opponents

Minimal
effort
(except for
a powerful
stakeholder)

Finding
common
interest

TRUST
Figure 2.7 Approaching stakeholders based on their position
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The doubters and the opportunists are positioned between the quadrants. They have not
yet adopted a clear position based on their interests. The doubters are easy to communicate
with because of the good relationship that exists between you. You should involve them
in your project and make sure to give them enough information. The opportunists are
deliberately waiting to see which way the wind will blow. That makes their behavior highly
unpredictable. Because no good relationship exists yet, it is best to adopt a professional
approach and try to find common interests.
Note that a stakeholder can fall into several categories at the same time. A logistical manager
can, for example, be the client (with a goal of faster delivery times), the supplier of project
employees (for the project execution) and the user of the project result (an updated logistical
system). A properly executed stakeholder analysis will provide valuable insight in this regard.
It is also important to take into account the fact that the stakeholder analysis is not set in
stone; it may change as the project goes on. By now, your Agile TomTom voice probably
says: “If the situation does not change because of outside factors, I will change it myself
through the right interventions with the right people!”
By conducting the stakeholder analysis in a timely manner,
you can put yourself in an influencing position, rather than
Become an
a reactive one – all by simply using information that was
influencer by
already there! You can influence who is given which position
making timely use of
in the project organization and you will often have a head start
information that was
during conversations in the project initiation phase. Be sure
already available.
to relish the satisfaction you feel as you watch your discussion
partners fumble around without a clear tactic because of their
poor preparation. You will realize that you are well on your
way to exhibiting much smarter behavior. In chapter 4, we will refer to this as Factor 10
behavior.
Always inform
Do you enjoy reporting? If your answer is “No,” take comfort in the fact that you are not
alone. Many people consider reporting on the project status an annoying administrative
chore. That is understandable to a degree. Reporting can take up a lot of valuable time,
especially if you are dealing with multiple stakeholders who each have their own preferences.
Such thoughts as “Things are going well, so what do I have to report about?” and “Don’t
they trust me?” can also make the business of reporting a lot less appealing.
However, the TomTom has shown us that passive behavior can be counterproductive.
Failing to clearly communicate the consequences of a detour for the expected arrival time
made the driver feel uneasy. The belief that “reporting is done for the benefit of the client”
holds us back. By turning it around – “reporting is done for my benefit” – you open up a
whole range of natural influencing opportunities. Each reporting moment presents a chance to
share your successes and influence the stakeholders.
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You should, however, make sure that the way you inform your
stakeholders is appropriate for the situation. From time to time,
people tell me that their clients want their concerns alleviated
Informing your
and are not interested in all that information. Although I
stakeholders is not
understand their point that is no reason to sell yourself short!
an obligation, but an
Be creative and remember that informing others does not have
opportunity.
to be a whole song and dance. Keep it short, clear and goaloriented. You can even do it as you are waiting for your coffee
at the machine. Furthermore, you appear more professional
when you discuss your proposal for communication from the stakeholder analysis with the
stakeholders themselves. This keeps you from raising the wrong expectations.
When you look at informing others as something that benefits you, you can start doing it
your own way. For example, you can forward an email from an end user who is happy with
a new application to your client, along with the text “they love it.” It would be even better
to change the subject line from “FW: feedback new application” to “SUCCESS: feedback
new application” (figure 2.8). Your client does not even have to read the email to get the
message. After sending emails back and forth for a while to discuss a problem, I usually put
“RESOLVED:…” in the subject line of my final message on the matter.
In summary, you should make sure that the stakeholders possess all the information you
feel they should have. This information increases their trust in you and makes them act
in the best interests of the project. By properly informing them, they start thinking in
terms of us instead of me and you. You could, for example, send your client a message from

Figure 2.8 Celebrating success with small, deliberate actions
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the location of a supplier where you are conducting a risk analysis, so the client knows
you are doing good work. While having lunch with stakeholders, casually mention that
their colleague is messing around with the specifications, which is not in the project’s best
interests, and reassure them that you have everything under control. These stakeholders
are almost guaranteed to start helping you without you needing to ask. Inform your client
that you can deliver tomorrow if the client responds today, because you will be gone for
the next three days to work on a different project. This information creates a natural sense
of urgency in your client and you also make it clear that you have plenty of other work to
do. If a change is made that only just fits within the available budget, explain to the client
that there is no more budget room now and that, next time they want to add something,
they should also figure out what can be left out. This shows that you know exactly what
the budget allows for and that you do not like exceeding the limit either, giving the client
time to think things through.
You will find that deliberately informing and reporting to stakeholders will help you influence
the project’s course. If you believe doing so will be counterproductive in a micromanaged
organization that already calls for constant reports and updates, you should understand that
your rhythm of information moments can actually reduce the organization’s urge to control
everything and make your clients trust you more. I will discuss this rhythm in more detail
in chapter 8 when we talk about heartbeat.
Communicate before problems arise
You learn a lot by messing up first. A point of attention for me was that I sometimes relied
too much on the strength of the project and did not do enough to keep some stakeholders
involved. I believed that if all of the coordination took a lot of time and if my story was
good enough, I could surely update the stakeholders in question “at the last second?” It is
true that this approach often works well – until the projects become so complex that they do
not go entirely smoothly, or until there are so many stakeholders with conflicting interests
and unrealistic wishes that a good story is no longer good enough. In those situations,
it was unhelpful that I, as the project manager, waited too long to smooth things over
with the uninformed stakeholders. Especially because the people I had ignored were usually
those with little interest in the project or with whom I did not have much of a personal
connection. In other words, exactly the kinds of people for whom the power/interest grid
and trust/agreement matrix of the stakeholder analysis call for action. Ouch!

A meeting with the CFO
At the start of a new project, a friend and I were going over the list of candidates for a
strategic introduction. Luckily for me, he was critical and noted that the CFO was on my
list of stakeholders, but without an assigned action. “When are you going to visit him?”
he asked. I told him that the CFO of an organization with 1,200 employees would not be
interested in a meeting with a program manager who was not even in charge of any key
programs. “So, you are already choosing the easy way out?” he said. I realized he was
right. You can learn everything there is to know about stakeholder management, but the
most important thing is to actually DO IT.
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To illustrate the usefulness of developing a relationship with stakeholders before any
problems arise, I will tell you how the conversation went. I went to see the CFO on my
second day and this visit proved invaluable later on!
Firstly, how do you set up such a meeting? We have already discussed that informing
someone does not have to be a complicated affair. If you go through the CFO’s secretary to
schedule an official appointment, that is exactly what it will become and you can expect to
wait around for weeks before the CFO has time to see you. Furthermore, I was not looking
for an hour-long conversation, because I did not feel comfortable about keeping a board
member from his work for so long. Instead of setting an appointment, I therefore simply
knocked on his door. I had planned to do little more than introduce myself and shake the
CFO’s hand.
I should tell you that this CFO, as is often the case, had his office on the top floor, next to
the CEO. A little out of breath from walking up the stairs, I walked in with nothing prepared
apart from my opening line: “Good morning, my name is Roel Wessels. I was hired as
a program manager, so I am mostly here to spend your money. It seemed only fair that
I should introduce myself in person.” The CFO looked up from his desk and I believed I
could read the surprise in his eyes that any employee dared to enter this floor. His reply
was: “Great, have a seat.” Our conversation ended up lasting for more than an hour. After
he asked me about what program I was managing, he explained what he believed were
the challenges for the organization. We talked about that for quite a while. When we were
done talking about substantive matters, I spotted four paintings of jazz musicians behind
his desk. That was a great icebreaker to start talking informally.
In hindsight, this was a clear case of “don’t overthink it, just act.” Everyone will appreciate
it if you come up to them to shake their hand and introduce yourself. Try to keep things
from getting so big that they get out of control. However, I was really surprised by what
happened during subsquent meetings that the CFO attended. I saw him as an ally whom
I no longer had to prove myself to, because during our very first meeting I had already
demonstrated my attention to detail pertaining to budgeting and sticking to the project
finances during the project execution. I could only have done that during the personal
meeting we had, because no one is interested in those details during a project report
session.
Whenever I reported to the board, I knew that the CFO understood the numbers and
figures I mentioned were not made up. During my presentations, he made remarks
that gave the other board members more trust in me. Furthermore, when the project
encountered some financial difficulties later on, I was able to discuss possible solutions
with him beforehand. It is remarkable to note how much is possible during a preliminary
one-on-one meeting that cannot be done during a joint review session. We all know that
the real decisions are often made in advance, but you do have to create a position for
yourself that will allow you to discuss issues with the right people.
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As Stephen Covey calls it, that initial visit was a successful
opening of the emotional bank account. We will come back
to this in chapter 4. It also earns you some valuable initial
Start communicating
credit that is far more difficult to acquire later when the heat
while the project is
is on. Remember to conduct a proper stakeholder analysis
still fun.
(figure 2.9) at the start of your projects and incorporate your
approach in your communication plan. Most importantly,
however, you should come up with an initial proactive action
for each stakeholder and begin filling up your emotional bank
account while the project is still fun. Doing so ensures you are well on your way from
reactive to proactive to influencing!

No.

Name

Wishes

Analysis power & interest
Power
(low 1,
high 5)

Interest
(low 1,
high 5)

Method of
approach

Analysis position
Agreement
(low 1, high 5)

Trust
(low 1,
high 5)

Stakeholder management
Method of
approach

Communication
during execution
phase

Initial
proactive
action

Decision makers
1
2
3
...
Users
4
5
6
...
Suppliers
7
8
9
...
Executors
10
11
12
...

Figure 2.9 Table for all stakeholder analysis data and the final communication approach including the initial proactive
actions

2.4

Scenario creator

In this chapter, we have seen that the TomTom effectively focuses our attention on
achieving the path to the goal. It also inspires us when it comes to leadership and behavior.
Is that Agile enough though? For a TomTom, the goal and the final destination are known
and stable, while the challenge of complex and chaotic projects (according to the Cynefin
framework) usually lies in the fact that it is not immediately possible to plot a detailed path
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